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Minami Iju, a former basketball player in the Denso
Basketball Team, became our official supporter. We
will introduce our activities through Ms. Iju so many
people will know what WAFCA stands for.

Hello everyone, my name is Minami Iju.
I’m excited to experience new things with people in
WAFCA. I will engage in the dissemination of
activities in WAFCA while learning about them.

[Profile]

Minami Iju

Date of Birth: October 3rd, 1990

Place of birth: Okinawa

Career Background
2013 Graduated from Tsukuba University and joined the Denso Basketball team, Denso Iris
Won the rookie award of Women’s basketball
2019 Selected as a player in the Japan national team of 3×3 and participated in the Asia Cup and the World Cup
2020 Retired from the team and currently working at the sport promotion office in Denso

Enokida：Thank you for appointing me as
WAFCA’s official supporter!

Sato：We are happy to have you join us.

Iju：I hope I will be able to contribute to
the organization as an addition to it rather
than making a change in the ongoing
activities.

▲Mr,Enokida, Ms.Iju, Ms,sato

Sato：What made you decide to accept our offer?

Iju：I’ve played basketball in Denso Iris until now.
I’ve always valued who I’ve become more than
what kind of athlete I was.
It is an ongoing process to know what kind of
person you become. I would like to explore a world
I haven’t been able to see as a basketball player with
different perspectives. I would also like to
experience many things and bring out the best of
myself from multiple aspects. It was the right
timing when WAFCA offered me a position of the

Enokida：We have to provide information that

official supporter and I said “YES.”

inspires people who support our activities.
We have resources. We have supplied wheelchairs
to 6000 people. We provided scholarship to 2600
people. Every one of the children has their own
story. It is going to create new connections for you
to tell their stories from your perspectives.
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We hosted our first online meeting and 40 people participated. Wing from WAFCAT did
a report and the manager Reo did a report from WAFCAI. They talked about the Covid
situations in each country and how they affect their activities there, both of which were
requested by the participants of the meeting.
We got to know the situations surrounding support for disabled children in the time of
pandemic.

We are planning to organize online
events to inform you about situations in
We got a video on support for

these countries. For the next event, we

disabled children during

are thinking of planning an event where

pandemic from Indonesia!

participants can listen to children there
and have a dialogue with them through
reports on the provision of wheelchair
services and academic support.

We started “Wheelchair Hospital Trial Caravan” where wheelchair
users try the services of the Wheelchair Hospital. Its purpose is to
disseminate what the hospital does and interact with the
community. We usually implement a course that includes cleaning
and check-up of wheelchairs for 500 yen per wheelchair, but this
time we provide the service for free. We are going to implement it
for 3 months through October to December and visit 6 facilities.

On October 22nd, we held our first event at Kusunoki En in Kariya
City

where they supported disabled people’s life. Subsequently,

we visited Ayumi No Kai which practices boccia on October 24th in
Kariya City Hall for Disabled People.

“I am in wheelchair except for when I sleep,
so I was not able to clean it for a long time.
I got it all cleaned up today and I’m so
happy.”

“I never had the caster of my wheelchair
taken off and the frame flipped over. I’m
glad I got my wheelchair cleaned up
thoroughly. ”

Translated by Mayumi YAMAGUCHI
( Tsuda University of Foreign Study)

